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*Orange trim not available in USA

cod. CM272935

Painted Top Box
Top box painted in same color as vehicle. Fresh, modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa.
Generous carrying capacity - big enough even for a flip up helmet. Rised Chrome Vespa logo. Compatible backrest
available (purchased separately).

cod. CM273119
blu/blue

Top Box Backrest

Chromed Rear Rack

Chromed front rack

cod. 1B000789

cod. 1B000832

A must-have Vespa accessory. The chromed rear
luggage rack has always been a firm favourite among
Vespa customers who want a unique and original accessory. The practical fold-down shelf offers excellent
carrying capacity.

Used in conjunction with the chromed rear luggage
rack, this stylish accessory complete the look of the
Vespa and makes it even more unique.

Top box chromed support

Side stand

cod. 1B000815

cod. 1C003206

The chromed top box support is a functional accessory which, however, has been designed with stylish
looks to complement the forms of the vehicle perfectly. The high quality chrome finish ensures superior
durability.

Powder coated side stand. This easy to fit accessory
supports the scooter securely, for simpler, quicker
parking. Indispensable for use in the city.

Made with the same material as the saddle, this practical addition to the top box combines superior passenger
comfort with elegant looks.
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Chromed front protection bars

Chromed rear protection bars

Transparent flyscreen

Smoked flyscreen

cod. 1B000927

cod. 1B000928

cod. 1B000811

cod. 1B000909

Chrome trim has always been used to accentuate the
unmistakable character of the Vespa. The front shield
guard combines elegant design with protection and
contributes to the unique Vespa character, protecting
bodywork elements against bumps and knock.

The chromed rear guard is the perfect complement
for the chromed front shield guard. Protects the flanks of the vehicle and taillights while giving the Vespa
a unique touch.

Clear flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

Smoked flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

*Orange trim not available in USA

Chromed Mudguard Protection

Windscreen

Indoor vehicle cover

Outdoor Vehicle cover

cod. 1B001121

cod. 1B001042

cod. 607000M

cod. 605291M002

Chrome front mudguard trim with a simple but elegant
design.

Windscreen made of high quality, extremely resilient
impact resistant methacrylate. Windsscreen brackets
feature the same finish as the other styling accents
of the vehicle. Offers effective protection against the
weather and excellent visibility.

Premium quality indoor scooter cover, modeled on
Vespa shape with openings for additional accessories.
Vespa elettrica logo.

Outdoor vehicle cover in high quality material. With
slits for protruding parts and accessories. Protects
the vehicle against the weather and scratches.

*Orange trim not available in USA
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Vespa Elettrica

Vespa Elettrica
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Handgrip Muffs
cod. 605860M

Vespa Chain

Vespa U-Lock

Vespa Disc brake lock

cod. 606146M001 (110 cm - 2.61 Kg)

cod. 606140M

cod. 606143M

U-bar lock in 14 mm diameter hardened steel, double
lock system, reversible high security key.

Disck brake lock with 5 mm diameter lock pin, lock
with reversible key, casing in special steel drill-proof
and pick-proof, includes carrier bag and reminder.

cod. 606146M002 (140 cm - 3.20 Kg)
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Waterproof hand warmers with thermal lining offering
excellent weather protection and embellished with
metal Vespa logo. Make riding more comfortable in
cold weather without compromising control feel and
usability.

Chain with shackle in 12 mm diameter hardened steel, lock with reversible key, 10 mm square steel link
drill-proof and pick-proof, moisture protection cover.

Leg Cover

Handlebar-saddle antitheft

Rubber Footmat

Smartphone support

cod. 605576M010

cod. 605537M025

cod. 1B001079

Simple and quick to fasten to the scooter. Made in
waterproof fabric and with a thermal lining for excellent protection against the cold and rain. Integrated
saddle cover and a usefull aperture near the ignition
switch.

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical antitheft system which locks the handlebar to the body of
the vehicle with a fastener system. Practical, clean,
fast, safe, comfortable.

Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black with Vespa
logo. Protects the paintwork of the platform while
offering excellent grip.

cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.

Vespa Elettrica

607001M01
607001M02
607001M03
607001M04
607001M05
607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSALE/UNIVERSAL

Vespa Elettrica
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S
M
L
XL
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605916M02CA
605916M03CA
605916M04CA
605916M05CA

S
M
L
XL

605916M02CA
605916M03CA
605916M04CA
605916M05CA

Vespa Elettrica Helmet

Vespa Elettrica Helmet

ABS Shell, full length clear visor, jet Helmet with internal retractable short sun visor, chinstrap with micrometric retention system. Removable, washable and breathable lining. Chromed shell edges, chromed visor brackets. Made in Italy,
ECE 22.05 approved. Available in 5 sizes (XS-XL) Engraved Vespa logo on the front part of the shell, Vespa logo decal
on rear part.

ABS Shell, full length clear visor, jet Helmet with internal retractable short sun visor, chinstrap with micrometric retention system. Removable, washable and breathable lining. Chromed shell edges, chromed visor brackets. Made in Italy,
ECE 22.05 approved. Available in 5 sizes (XS-XL) Engraved Vespa logo on the front part of the shell, Vespa logo decal
on rear part.

Vespa Elettrica

Vespa Elettrica
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cod. 606994M

Vespa Tech Backpack
Lightweight and compact backpack with flexible bag, with compartment for notebook and powerbank to recharge
mobile devices. LED light piping. The part of contact with the back, comfortable and fresh, integrates omologate
backrest. Extractable net holder network.
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Vespa Elettrica
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BIANCO INNOCENZA
cod. 1B00001600BR

NERO VULCANO
cod. 1B0000160090

ROSSO VIGNOLA
cod. CM272918

ROSSO PROFONDO
cod. CM272928

ROSSO PASSIONE
cod. 1B00001600R7

VERDE BOSCO
cod. CM272937

BLU ENERGIA
cod. CM272926

BLU ARMONIA
cod. CM272927

VERDE RELAX
cod. CM272936

Chromed Rear Rack

Chromed front rack

cod. 1B000789

cod. 1B000832

A must-have Vespa accessory. The chromed rear
luggage rack has always been a firm favorite among
Vespa customers who want a unique and original accessory. The practical fold-down shelf offers excellent
carrying capacity.

Used in conjunction with the chromed rear luggage
rack, this stylish accessory complete the look of the
Vespa and makes it even more unique.

Top box chromed support

Side stand

cod. 1B000815

cod. 1C003206

The chromed top box support is a functional accessory which, however, has been designed with stylish
looks to complement the forms of the vehicle perfectly. The high quality chrome finish ensures superior
durability.

Powder coated side stand. This easy to fit accessory
supports the scooter securely, for simpler, quicker
parking. Indispensable for use in the city.

BEIGE SAHARA OPACO
cod. CM272929

Painted Top Box
Top box painted in same color as vehicle. Fresh, modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa.
Generous carrying capacity - big enough even for a flip up helmet. Rised Chrome Vespa logo. Compatible backrest
available (purchased separately).

DARK BROWN
cod. CM273110

LIGHT BROWN
cod. CM273111

BROWN
cod. CM273113

GHIBLI
cod. CM273128

BLACK
cod. CM273116

Top Box Backrest
Made with the same material as the saddle, this practical addition to the top box combines superior passenger
comfort with elegant looks.
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Vespa Primavera
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Chromed front protection bars

Chromed rear protection bars

Transparent flyscreen

Smoked flyscreen

cod. 1B000927

cod. 1B000928

cod. 1B000811

cod. 1B000909

Chrome trim has always been used to accentuate the
unmistakable character of the Vespa. The front shield
guard combines elegant design with protection and
contributes to the unique Vespa character, protecting
bodywork elements against bumps and knock.

The chromed rear guard is the perfect complement
for the chromed front shield guard. Protects the flanks of the vehicle and taillights while giving the Vespa
a unique touch.

Clear flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

Smoked flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

Chromed Mudguard Protection

Windscreen

Black real leather accessories

Brown real leather accessories

cod. 1B001121

cod. 1B001042

cod. 605888M00PN saddle)

cod. 605888M00PM (saddle)

cod. 1B00107600PN (backrest)

cod. 1B00107600PB (backrest)

An additional touch of elegance: a saddle and a
backrest in superior quality genuine Italian leather.
A special protective treatment keeps the saddle in
excellent condition over time.

An additional touch of elegance: a saddle and a
backrest in superior quality genuine Italian leather.
A special protective treatment keeps the saddle in
excellent condition over time.

Chrome front mudguard trim with a simple but elegant
design.
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Vespa Primavera

Windscreen made of high quality, extremely resilient
impact resistant methacrylate. Windsscreen brackets
feature the same finish as the other styling accents
of the vehicle. Offers effective protection against the
weather and excellent visibility.

Vespa Primavera
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“Elegance” stickers - Silver/Gold

“Elegance” stickers - Silver/Dark grey

cod. 606077M0001

cod. 606077M0002

The “Elegance” graphics kit was conceived to let
owners enhance the looks of their Vespa quickly and
easily. Consists of decals applied to the front shield
and flanks.

The “Elegance” graphics kit was conceived to let
owners enhance the looks of their Vespa quickly and
easily. Consists of decals applied to the front shield
and flanks.

“Elegance” stickers - Dark grey/Black

Leg Cover

cod. 606077M0003
The “Elegance” graphics kit was conceived to let
owners enhance the looks of their Vespa quickly and
easily. Consists of decals applied to the front shield
and flanks.
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cod. 605576M010
Simple and quick to fasten to the scooter. Made in waterproof fabric and with a thermal lining for excellent
protection against the cold and rain. Integrated saddle
cover and a usefull aperture near the ignition switch.

Vespa Primavera
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Vespa Chain

Vespa Disc brake lock

cod. 606146M001 (110 cm - 2.61 Kg)

cod. 606143M

Handgrip Muffs

Outdoor Vehicle cover

cod. 605860M

cod. 605291M002

Waterproof hand warmers with thermal lining offering
excellent weather protection and embellished with
metal Vespa logo. Make riding more comfortable in
cold weather without compromising control feel and
usability.

Outdoor vehicle cover in high quality material. With
slits for protruding parts and accessories. Protects
the vehicle against the weather and scratches.

Indoor Vehicle cover

Handlebar-saddle antitheft

Vespa U-Lock

Rubber Footmat

cod. 606333M

cod. 605537M025

cod. 606140M

cod. 1B001079

Premium quality indoor scooter cover, modeled on
Vespa shape with openings for additional accessories.
Vespa® logo.

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical antitheft system which locks the handlebar to the body of
the vehicle with a fastener system. Practical, clean,
fast, safe, comfortable.

U-bar lock in 14 mm diameter hardened steel, double
lock system, reversible high security key.

Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black with Vespa
logo. Protects the paintwork of the platform while
offering excellent grip.

Vespa Primavera

cod. 606146M002 (140 cm - 3.20 Kg)
Chain with shackle in 12 mm diameter hardened steel, lock with reversible key, 10 mm square steel link
drill-proof and pick-proof, moisture protection cover.

Disck brake lock with 5 mm diameter lock pin, lock
with reversible key, casing in special steel drill-proof
and pick-proof, includes carrier bag and reminder.

Vespa Primavera
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Genuine brown leather bag

Genuine black leather bag

cod. 605887M00M

cod. 605887M00N

Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Top Box Internal bag

Smartphone support

cod. 605880M001

cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.

Inner bag for top box, usable as a practical bag for
taking the contents of the top box and other personal
effects with you.
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Vespa Primavera

607001M01
607001M02
607001M03
607001M04
607001M05
607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSALE/UNIVERSAL

LINEA
LUXURY
LUXURY LINE
The Luxury line is born from the research of style and quality present in the finest
nautical finishings. Entirely designed and handmade in Italy,
it completes the Vespa look in a very exclusive way.

Luxury handgrips

Luxury saddle

cod. 1B005513

cod. 1B005451

Real leather handgrips with chromed endbar
weights. Improve the rich and natural feeling on
your handlebar controls, during the ride of your
Vespa, but with no compromises on safety!

Real leather saddle with piping and quilting.
Not only comfort and pleasure of riding, but also
style and refinement on top-end material for this
accessory that completely change the look of your
Vespa Primavera. Only for 150cc

Luxury top box backrest

Luxury top box cover

cod. CM273112

cod. 1B005182

Real leather backrest with piping. Perfect
combination with the Luxury saddle. It’s the final
touch in terms of style and refinement of material,
to make your Vespa Primavera a unique vehicle.

Water transfer printed timber look cover.
A strong recall to the nautical world, for an exclusive
aesthetic accessory of precious value.

Real leather handle cover
cod. 606704M
Chromed support real leather upholstey.
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Vespa Primavera Luxury
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BIANCO INNOCENZA
cod. 1B00001600BR

ROSSO PASSIONE
cod. 1B00001600R7

BLU VIVACE
cod. CM272939

GRIGIO MATERIA
cod. CM272930

GIALLO ESTATE
cod. CM272938

NERO LUCIDO
cod. 1B0000160090

Painted Top Box
Top box painted in same color as vehicle. Fresh, modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa.
Generous carrying capacity - big enough even for a flip up helmet. Rised Chrome Vespa logo. Compatible backrest
available (purchased separately).

Top box chromed support

Chromed Rear Rack

cod. 1B000815

cod. 1B000789

The chromed top box support is a functional accessory which, however, has been designed with stylish
looks to complement the forms of the vehicle perfectly. The high quality chrome finish ensures superior
durability.

Used in conjunction with the chromed rear luggage
rack, this stylish accessory complete the looks of the
Vespa and makes it even more unique.

Chromed Front rack

Chromed front protection bars

cod. 1B000832

cod. 1B000927

Another must-have Vespa accessory which, when
used in conjunction with the rear chromed luggage
rack, completes the style of the Vespa to make it
even more unique.

Chrome trim has always been used to accentuate the
unmistakable character of the Vespa. The front shield
guard combines elegant design with protection and
contributes to the unique Vespa character, protecting
bodywork elements against bumps and knock.

VESPA 125/150 ABS E4
CM273126
VESPA SPRINT SPORT
CM273127

Top Box Backrest
made with the same material as the saddle, this practical addition to the top box combines superior passenger
comfort with elegant looks.
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Vespa Sprint

Vespa Sprint
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Chromed rear protection bars

Chromed Mudguard Protection

Black rear rack

Black mudguard protection

cod. 1B000928

cod. 1B001121

cod. 606001M

cod. 1B001282

The chromed rear guard is the perfect complement
for the chromed front shield guard. Protects the flanks
of the vehicle and taillights while giving the Vespa a
unique touch.

Chrome front mudguard trim with a simple but elegant design.

Matt rear luggage rack, which enhances carrying
capacity with a practical fold-down shelf, and complements the looks of the Vespa Sprint.

Matt black front mudguard bumper with a simple,
sporty design.

Black front rack

Black Top box support

Black front sidebar

Black Rear sidebar

cod. 606000M

cod. 606002M

cod. 1B001271

cod. 1B001279

Matt front luggage rack, which enhances carrying
capacity while complementing the looks of the Vespa
Sprint.

The black top box support is a functional accessory
which, however, has been designed with stylish looks
to highlight the forms of the vehicle perfectly. The matt
black finish highlight the style of the Vespa Sprint.

The matt black front shield guard combines sporty
looks with extraordinary protection. The front shield
guard contributes to the unique character of the Vespa
while protecting metal bodywork elements against
bumps and knock.

The matt black rear guard is the perfect complement
for the matt black front shield guard. Protects the
flanks of the vehicle and taillights while giving the
Vespa a unique touch.

Vespa Sprint

Vespa Sprint
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Windscreen

Transparent flyscreen

cod. 1B001114

cod. 1B001027

Windscreen made of high quality, extremely resilient
impact resistant methacrylate. Windsscreen brackets
feature the same finish as the other styling accents
of the vehicle. Offers effective protection against the
weather and excellent visibility.

Clear flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

Smoked flyscreen

Front Rim V. Sprint

cod. 1B001162

cod. 605910M001

Smoked flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complete the style of the vehicle.

Special wheel with specific two-tone finish enhancing
the sports spirit of the Vespa Sprint.

Vespa Sprint
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Sprint Rear Rim (no 2T)

Sprint Rear Rim (only 2T)

“Sport” Stickers - Black/Red

“Sprint” Stickers - Red

cod. 605910M002

cod. 605910M003

cod. 606078M0001

cod. 605944M00R

Special wheel with specific two-tone finish enhancing
the sports spirit of the Vespa Sprint.

Special wheel with specific two-tone finish enhancing
the sports spirit of the Vespa Sprint.

Designed to accentuate the sporty character of the
Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality
PVC resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

Created to accentuate the sporty character of the Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality PVC
resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

“Sport” Stickers - Dark grey-Orange

“Sport” Stickers - Dark grey/Silver

“Sprint” Stickers - Silver

“Sprint” Stickers - Blue

cod. 606078M0002

cod. 606078M0003

cod. 605944M00A

cod. 605944M00B

Designed to accentuate the sporty character of the
Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality
PVC resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

Designed to accentuate the sporty character of the
Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality
PVC resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

Designed to accentuate the sporty character of the
Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality
PVC resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

Created to accentuate the sporty character of the
Vespa Sprint, this is a set of decals in high quality PVC
resistant to washing, weather and sunlight.

Vespa Sprint

Vespa Sprint
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Matt black steering cover

Matt grey steering cover

cod. 606089M

cod. 606088M

Matt black steering cover enhancing the decisive,
sporty looks of the vehicle.

Matt grey steering cover for use with the standard
instrument frame to personalise the looks of the
vehicle.

Matt grey suspension cover

Side stand

cod. 606109M

cod. 1C003206

Used together with the standard instrument frame
and matt grey steering cover, this accessory enhances and personalises the looks of the vehicle.

Powder coated side stand - black. An easy to fit
accessory which supports the scooter securely at a
distinctive angle when parked.

Vespa Sprint
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Leg Cover

Handgrip Muffs

Handlebar-saddle antitheft

Vespa Chain

cod. 605576M010

cod. 605860M

cod. 605537M025

cod. 606146M001 (110 cm - 2.61 Kg)
cod. 606146M002 (140 cm - 3.20 Kg)
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Simple and quick to fasten to the scooter. Made from
waterproof fabric and with a thermal lining for excellent protection against the cold and rain. Integrated
saddle cover and a usefull aperture near the ignition
switch.

Waterproof hand warmers with thermal lining offering
excellent weather protection and embellished with
metal Vespa logo. Make riding more comfortable in
cold weather without compromising control feel and
usability.

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical antitheft system which locks the handlebar to the body of
the vehicle with a fastener system. Practical, clean,
fast, safe, comfortable.

Chain with shackle in 12 mm diameter hardened steel, lock with reversible key, 10 mm square steel link
drill-proof and pick-proof, moisture protection cover.

Outdoor Vehicle cover

Indoor Vehicle cover

Vespa Disc brake lock

Vespa U-Lock

cod. 605291M002

cod. 606333M

cod. 606143M

cod. 606140M

Outdoor vehicle cover in high quality material. With
openings for additional parts and accessories. Protects the vehicle against the weather and scratches.

Premium quality indoor scooter cover, modeled on
Vespa shape with openings for additional accessories.
Vespa® logo.

Disck brake lock with 5 mm diameter lock pin, lock
with reversible key, casing in special steel drill-proof
and pick-proof, includes carrier bag and reminder.

U-bar lock in 14 mm diameter hardened steel, double
lock system, reversible high security key.

Vespa Sprint

Vespa Sprint
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Genuine black leather bag

Genuine brown leather bag

Top Box Internal bag

Top Box Internal bag

cod. 605887M00M

cod. 605880M001

cod. 605880M002

Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Inner bag for top box, usable as a practical bag for
taking the contents of the top box and other personal
effects with you.

Inner bag for top box, usable as a practical bag for
taking the contents of the top box and other personal
effects with you.

Sport saddle

Rubber Footmat

Smartphone support

cod. 1B001079

cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.

cod. 605887M00N

cod. 1B001822
Sporty single seater saddle with water repellent treatment and double needle stitching in rider seat zone.
Vespa logo label stitched on lest rear side. Comes
complete with rain cover. Only available for 125 and
150 cc versions.
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Vespa Sprint

Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black with Vespa
logo. Protects the paintwork of the footrest while
offering excellent grip.

607001M01
607001M02
607001M03
607001M04
607001M05
607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSALE/UNIVERSAL

Vespa Sprint
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SPORT ALLURE LINE
Accessories collection specially crafted for Vespa Sprint lovers; High quality carbon look
articles that amplify decisive, sporty look of Vespa Sprint as a whole, making it even more
exclusive; sporty saddle with water repellent treatment, color contrast stiches, with white
piping and special effect surface emulating carbon look pattern; the collection comes
complete with decal set for the wheels and body, color matching with vehicle.
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Steering Cover Carbon Look

Dashboard Cover Carbon Look

Wheel Decal Kit

cod. 607002M

cod. 1B006399

cod. 607069M

Give your Vespa Sprint a touch of unmistakable sportiness with carbon look water printing “tie” cover.

Give to your Vespa Sprint a more sporty look thanks
to the dashboard cover painted with a carbon look
effect.

Enrich the rims of your Vespa Sprint with this simple
sporty and appealing item.

Vespa Sprint Sport Allure Saddle

Carbon Decal Kit

cod. 606997M

cod. 606974M

Sporty Saddle with water repellent treatment, color
contrast stiches, white piping and special effect surface emulating carbon look pattern.

Protect your Vespa Sprint with simple and sporty
decal kit.

Vespa Sprint Sport Allure

Vespa Sprint Sport Allure
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VESPA GTS SUPER
NOTTE

VESPA SPRINT
NOTTE

VESPA GTS
YACHT CLUB

VESPA PRIMAVERA
YACHT CLUB

VESPA GTS
YACHT CLUB
cod. CM273345

VESPA GTS SUPER
NOTTE
cod. CM273346
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VESPA SPRINT
NOTTE
cod. CM272933

VESPA PRIMAVERA
YACHT CLUB
cod. 1B00001600BR

TOP BOX BACKREST
cod. CM273118

TOP BOX BACKREST
cod. CM273117

Vespa Notte Top Box

Painted Top Box

Top box painted in same color as vehicle. Fresh, modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa.
The generous carrying capacity allow to hold even a full face helmet. Raised Chrome Vespa logo is unique and improve
the style of this accessory. The backrest is made in same material of the saddle (purchased separately for Vespa Sprint.

Top box painted in same color as vehicle. Fresh, modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa.
The generous carrying capacity allow to hold even a full face helmet. Raised Chrome Vespa logo is unique and improve the style of this accessory. The backrest is made in same material of the saddle (purchased separately for Vespa
Primavera)

Vespa Notte

Vespa Notte
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VERDE BOSCO
cod. CM273348

GRIGIO DOLOMITI
cod. CM273337

VERDE RELAX
cod. CM273351

BLU ENERGIA
cod. CM273356

Painted Top Box

Rear Luggage Carrier

Mudguard Protection

cod. 606525M chromed

cod. 602890M chromed

cod. 1B000681 matt black

cod. 1B000704 matt black

The rearluggage rack has always been a favorite
amongVespa customers who want a unique and original accessory. The practical fold-down shelf offers
excellent carrying capacity.

Front mudguard trim with a simple but elegant
design.

Painted top box, with backrest in the same material and finish as the saddle. Fresh, modern design complementing
the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa. It can hold one flip up helmet or two jet helmets.

Top box support

Chromed front rack

Rear Side Protection

Windscreen

cod. 657081 chromed
cod. 1B001909 matt black

cod. 1B003754

cod. 602960M chromed

cod. 1B006338

The top box support is a functional accessory which,
designed with stylish looks to enhance the designs of
the vehicle. It allows 1B000016 top box mounting on the
Vespa GTS. The high quality chrome finishing ensures
superior durability.
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Vespa GTS

cod. 1B000703 matt black
Used in conjunction with the chromed rear luggage
rack, this stylish accessory complements the looks of
the Vespa and makes it even more unique.

Protects the ﬂanks of the vehicle and taillights giving
the Vespa a unique touch.

Windscreen made in high quality, impact resistantmethacrylate. Brackets finishing in line with the styleof
the vehicle. Offers effective protection against theweather and excellent visibility.

Vespa GTS
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Transparent flyscreen
cod. 1B006377
Clear flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complements the style of the
vehicle.
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Real leather accessories
cod. 1B001824 saddle
cod. 1B001660D00C2 backrest
An additional touch of elegance: a saddle in dark brown
superior quality genuine Italian leather. A special protective treatment keeps the saddle in excellent condition over time. Compatible with Vespa GTS Super.

Rubber Footmat

Genuine brown leather bag

cod. 602734M

cod. 605887M00M

Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black with Vespa
logo. Protects the paintwork of the footrest while
offering excellent grip.

Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Vespa GTS

Genuine black leather bag
cod. 605887M00N

Leg cover
cod. 605994M

Vespa Chain

Vespa Disc brake lock

cod. 606146M001 (110 cm - 2.61 Kg)

cod. 606143M

cod. 606146M002 (140 cm - 3.20 Kg)
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Exclusive hand-crafted bag in genuine leather and
made entirely in Italy. Large enough to carry a jet helmet with visor, the bag fasten quickly to the fold-down
luggage rack.

Simple and quick to fasten to the scooter. Made in
waterproof fabric and with a thermal lining for excellent protection against the cold and rain. Integrated
saddle cover and a usefull aperture near the ignition
switch.

Outdoor vehicle cover

Indoor vehicle cover

Vespa U-Lock

Saddle-handlebar antitheft

cod. 605291M001

cod. 606334M

cod. 606140M

cod. 605537M010

Outdoor vehicle cover in high quality material. With
openings for additional parts and accessories. Protects the vehicle against the weather and scratches.

Premium quality indoor scooter cover, modeled on
Vespa shape with openings for additional accessories.
Vespa® logo.

U-bar lock in 14 mm diameter hardened steel, double
lock system, reversible high security key.

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical antitheft system which locks the handlebar to the body of
the vehicle with a fastener system. Practical, clean,
fast, safe, comfortable.

Vespa GTS

Chain with shackle in 12 mm diameter hardened steel, lock with reversible key, 10 mm square steel link
drill-proof and pick-proof, moisture protection cover.

Disck brake lock with 5 mm diameter lock pin, lock
with reversible key, casing in special steel drill-proof
and pick-proof, includes carrier bag and reminder.

Vespa GTS
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Electronical antitheft
cod. 1D001770 CPU
cod. 1D001795 Installation kit
Electronic alarm for Vespa GTS. Quick and simple
plug&play installation on vehicle.

Smartphone Support
cod. 605923M004 (4,3”)
cod. 605923M005 (5,5”)
A practical and sturdy waterproof smartphone support, with impact resistant inner lining. Installs quickly
onto the rear mirror stem and offers superlative
protection for your device.
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Vespa Multimedia Platform
cod. 606522M CPU
cod. 1D002892 Installation kit
A device for easy connection between scooter and a
smartphone, transforming it into a functional on-board
computer, managing all vehicle and trip informations.
Installation kit required for all GTS models (exept GTS
Super Tech).

Smartphone support
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.

607001M01
607001M02
607001M03
607001M04
607001M05
607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSAL

Vespa GTS
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Flyscreen
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cod. 1B004736

cod. 1B004745

The aluminum flyscreen gives the GTS headlight area
a more sporty look and better aerodynamic flow on
the rider’s body.

The front mudguard crest is a simple but precious
item that manages to give a touch of sportiness and
elegance to the front of your GTS.
Laserized Vespa logo on side.

Brake Levels + Grips + Handlebar Ends Kit

Kit Passenger Footrest

cod. 1B005149

cod. 1B004742

The handlebar components kit, made in CNC billet aluminum, includes front and rear brake adjustable levers, grips
and handlebar ends. These products with noble material and premium finishing, refer to the sports components of real
motorcycles, with specific dimensions and predisposition for mounting on GTS, possibility to adjust the distance froml
evers to grips and a balance weight perfect for the vehicle. The Vespa Logo lasered on each of these accessories,
finally, guarantees an exclusive and precious touch to the handlebar controls.

Give your Gts a touch of sportiness with genuine
aluminum passenger footrest. It replaces the original
and allow a more convenient use for both rider and
passenger. Vespa logo laser engraved

Vespa GTS

Fender frieze

Vespa GTS
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BLU VIVACE
cod. CM273359

BIANCO INNOCENZA
cod. CM273354

GRIGIO TITANIO MATT
cod. CM273342

ROSSO PASSIONE
cod. CM273355

GIALLO ESTATE
cod. CM273352

NERO LUCIDO
cod. CM273353

GRIGIO MATERIA
cod. CM273357

Painted Top Box

Rear sidebar

Mudguard protection

cod. 1B000703 matt black

cod. 1B000704 matt black

cod. 602960M chromed

cod. 602890M chromed

Protects the flanks of the vehicle and taillights giving
the Vespa a unique touch.

Matt black front mudguard bumper with a simple,
sporty design.

Painted top box, with backrest in the same material and finish as the saddle. Fresh, modern design complementing the
soft, flowing forms of the Vespa. It can hold one flip up helmet or two jet helmets.
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Top box support

Rear Rack

Windscreen

Transparent flyscreen

cod. 1B001909 matt black

cod. 1B000681 matt black

cod. 1B006338

cod. 1B006377

cod. 657081 chromed

cod. 606525M chromed

The top box support is a functional accessory with
stylish looks to enhance the designs of the vehicle. It
allows 1B000016 top box mounting on the Vespa GTS.
The high quality chrome finishing ensures superior
durability.

The matt black rear luggage rack has always been a
firm favorite among Vespa customers who want a unique and original accessory. The practical fold-down
shelf offers excellent carrying capacity.

Windscreen made in high quality, impact resistant
methacrylate. Brackets finishing in line with the style
of the vehicle. Offers effective protection against the
weather and excellent visibility. Also available as medium sized version (1B001598).

Clear flyscreen in superior quality impact-resistant
methacrylate. This medium sized shield offers effective protection and complements the style of the
vehicle.

Vespa GTS Super

Vespa GTS Super
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Sport saddle doubleseat

Sport saddle

Outdoor Vehicle cover

Indoor vehicle cover

cod. 1B004499000C1

cod. 1B001823

cod. 605291M001

cod. 606334M

New Sport doubleseat saddle for Vespa GTS Super.
Combining two different materials, with electro welded seams on rider seat area and white piping. Vespa
logo label stitched on lest rear side. Extractable rain
cover. Compatible with Vespa GTS.

New Sport single seat saddle for Vespa GTS Super.
Combining two different materials, with electro welded seams on rider seat area and white piping. Vespa
logo label stitched on lest rear side. Extractable rain
cover. Compatible with Vespa GTS.

Outdoor vehicle cover in high quality material. With
openings for additional parts and accessories. Protects the vehicle against the weather and scratches.

Premium quality indoor scooter cover, modeled on
Vespa shape with openings for additional accessories.
Vespa® logo.

Complete Rear Shock Absorber (Couple)

Rubber Footmat

Leg cover

Saddle-handlebar antitheft

cod. 601819M

cod. 602734M

cod. 605994M

cod. 605537M010

Simple and quick to fasten to the scooter. Made from
waterproof fabric and with a thermal lining for excellent protection against the cold and rain. Integrated
saddle cover and a usefull aperture near the ignition
switch.

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical antitheft system which locks the handlebar to the body of
the vehicle with a fastener system. Practical, clean,
fast, safe, comfortable.

Improved comfort and vehicle response in all driving
conditions and on every road surface. Possibility to
adjust trim easily by adjustable ring preload.
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Vespa GTS Super

Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black with Vespa
logo. Protects the paintwork of the footrest while
offering excellent grip.

Vespa GTS Super
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Vespa Chain

Vespa Disc brake lock

cod. 606146M001 (110 cm - 2.61 Kg)

cod. 606143M

cod. 606146M002 (140 cm - 3.20 Kg)
Chain with shackle in 12 mm diameter hardened steel, lock with reversible key, 10 mm square steel link
drill-proof and pick-proof, moisture protection cover.

Disck brake lock with 5 mm diameter lock pin, lock
with reversible key, casing in special steel drill-proof
and pick-proof, includes carrier bag and reminder.

cod. 606522M CPU

A device for easy connection between scooter and a
smartphone, transforming it into a functional on-board
computer, managing all vehicle and trip informations
Installation kit required for all GTS models (exept GTS
Super Tech).

A practical and sturdy waterproof smartphone support, with impact resistant inner lining. Installs quickly
onto the rear mirror stem and offers superlative
protection for your device.

Electronical antitheft

Smartphone support

cod. 1D001770 CPU

cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.
cod.

Vespa GTS Super

Electronic alarm for Vespa GTS. Quick and simple
plug&play installation on vehicle.

cod. 605923M004 (4,3”)
cod. 605923M005 (5,5”)

cod. 606140M
U-bar lock in 14 mm diameter hardened steel, double
lock system, reversible high security key.

Smartphone Support

cod. 1D002892 Installation kit

Vespa U-Lock

cod. 1D001795 Installation kit
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Vespa Multimedia Platform

607001M01
607001M02
607001M03
607001M04
607001M05
607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSAL

Vespa GTS Super
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Flyscreen

Fender Frieze

cod. 1B004736

cod. 1B004745

The aluminum flyscreen gives the GTS headlight area
a more sporty look and better aerodynamic flow on
the rider’s body.

The front mudguard crest is a simple but precious
item that manages to give a touch of sportiness and
elegance to the front of your GTS.
Laserized Vespa logo on side.

Brake levels + grips + handlebar ends kit

Kit Passenger Footrest

cod. 1B005149

cod. 1B004742

The handlebar components kit, made in CNC billet aluminum, includes front and rear brake adjustable levers, grips
and handlebar ends. These products with noble material and premium finishing, refer to the sports components of real
motorcycles, with specific dimensions and predisposition for mounting on GTS, possibility to adjust the distance froml
evers to grips and a balance weight perfect for the vehicle. The Vespa Logo lasered on each of these accessories,
finally, guarantees an exclusive and precious touch to the handlebar controls.

Give your Gts a touch of sportiness with genuine
aluminum passenger footrest. It replaces the original
and allow a more convenient use for both rider and
passenger. Vespa logo laser engraved

Vespa GTS Super

Vespa GTS Super
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6 DAYS GREEN
S

606678M02G

M

606678M03G

L

606678M04G

XL 606678M05G
XXL 606678M06G

Windscreen

3XL 606678M07G

cod. 1B003406
Windscreen in shock-resistant, scratch-resistant 4mm thick methacrylate. Vehicle-type approved. The
large screen offers ultimate protection against wind and rain while enhancing vehicle design.

T-shirt
100% cotton 170gsm T-shirt, Chest pocket in same fabric of the T-shirt with Sei Giorni patch and thic printed
graphic, Bicolor edge on neck and front pocket, Vespa drawing print on the rear side with Vespa Sei Giorni logo in
thic printed graphic.
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Top box

Hat

Easy backpack

cod. CM273360

cod. 606677M

cod. 606679M

Painted top case, with backrest in the same material and finish as the saddle. Fresh, modern design
complementing the soft, flowing lines of Vespa. It can hold one full-face helmet or two jet helmets.

Light and fresh cotton hat with Vespa Sei Giorni
patch on front, stripe&buckle rear fit regulation,
100% chino cotton, one size, Vespa enbroidered
logo on the rear side.

100% Cotton Canvas twill 240 gr light backpack,
front & rear print with Vespa Sei Giorni Logo,
dimensions: height 45 cm width 42 cm.

Vespa Sei Giorni

Vespa Sei Giorni
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SMARTPHONE SUPPORTS

Smatphone supports
cod. 607001M01
cod. 607001M02
cod. 607001M03
cod. 607001M04
cod. 607001M05
cod. 607001M06

iPHONE X/XS
iPHONE 8/7/6S/6
iPHONE 8/7/6 plus
SAMSUNG S9/S8
SAMSUNG S9/S8 PLUS
UNIVERSAL

Easy fit and quick release system thanks to a solid pivot locking the phone cover after 90° rotation. Available for
main iPhone and Samsung smartphones and in universal release.
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Smartphone

Smartphone
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HELMETS
Design and safety: the original style of Vespa
helmets, superior manufacturing quality,
outstanding protection and a unique,
original design.
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VJ HELMET

>10

S
M
L
XL

605916M02RD
605916M03RD
605916M04RD
605916M05RD

3>535; 0;8;95@5

S
M
L
XL

605916M02GY
605916M03GY
605916M04GY
605916M05GY

N1RO
BIANCO INNOCENZA
S
M
L
XL

NERO OPACO

S

605916M022

M

605916M032
605916M042
605916M052

L

605916M02W
605916M03W
605916M05W
605916M04W

S
M
L
XL

605916M022M
605916M032M
605916M042M
605916M052M

XL

VJ HELMET
ABS Shell. Full length clear visor Jet Helmet with internal retractable short sun visor. Chinstrap with micrometric retention system. Removable, washable and breathable lining. ECE 22.05 approved. Available in 5 sizes (XS-XL).
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Helmets

Helmets
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NAZIONI 2.0 HELMET

USA

ITALY

FRANCE

XS

606386M01ITDOT

XS

606386MO1USDOT

XS

606386M01FRDOT

S

606386M02ITDOT

S

606386MO2USDOT

S

606386M02FRDOT

M

606386M03ITDOT

M

606386MO3USDOT

M

606386M03FRDOT

L

606386M04ITDOT

L

606386MO4USDOT

L

606386M04FRDOT

606386MO5USDOT

XL

606386M05FRDOT

XL

606386M05ITDOT

XL

CHEEK PADS
XS

606461M01

S

606461M02

M

606461M03

L

606461M04

XL

606461M05

UK
cod. 606460M

BUBBLE CLEAR VISOR

XS

606386M01UKDOT

S

606386M02UKDOT

M

606386M03UKDOT

L

606386M04UKDOT

XL

606386M05UKDOT

NAZIONI 2.0 HELMET
Jet helmet with 5 snaps. Thermoplastic shell. Micrometric retemption system. High resistant lining. Vespa unique chromed finishing on the edge of the shell. Removable washable cheek pads. UV proof painting. ECE 22.05 homologated.
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Helmets

Caschi / Helmets
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JAKETS
Jackets are the main characters of of the Vespa elegant yet
accessible expressive format that ironically and irreverently
combines practicality and functionality.
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BLUE
S

606992M01VJ

M

606992M02VJ

L

606992M03VJ

XL

606992M04VJ

2XL

606992M05VJ

3XL

606992M06VJ

VESPA DENIM JACKET
Made in high-quality 13-ounce cotton and polyester Denim blend fabric with Flex Tenax inserts for a perfect fit.
prEN17092 certified. Forcetech/Multitech protectors certified on shoulders and elbows. CE back-protector (Lev. 1)
compartment (protector not incl.) Preparation for internal heating / H2Out (optional). Jacket / pants attachment system
with Pants-clip.
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Denim Collection
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BLUE
29

606990M02JV

32

606990M04JV

34

606990M06JV

36

606990M07JV

38

606990M08JV

DENIM JEANS VESPA
Made in abrasion resistant Cordura®/Cotton blend fabric and stretch inserts for maximum comfort.
prEN17092 certified. Knees protectors certified EN 1621-1: 2012 included (access from the outside of the trousers).
Lite warrior hip protectors (liv.1) available separately. Profiled back pockets with reflective print; Vespa Shape stitching
on back pocket (tone-on-tone) and reflective decorative print; SLIM fit.
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Capispalla
/ Jackets
Denim
Collection
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BLUE
S

606756M01JV

M

606756M02JV

L

606756M03JV

XL

606756M04JV

2XL

606756M05JV

3XL

606756M06JV

MODERNIST BOMBER
Short jacket for free-time, combines the unmistakable style of Vespa with technical fabrics and CE En1621-1 liv protection to give you a product that can join Vespa daily riding in complete safety and comfort. prEN17021 certified.
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Jackets
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BLUE
S

606757M01GV

M

606757M02GV

L

606757M03GV

XL

606757M04GV

2XL

606757M05GV

3XL

606757M06GV

MODERNIST SLEEVELESS VEST
Reversible quilted gilet, with the unmistakable Vespa style, makes your free time even more fun,
thanks to a clean and elegant look.

RED

BLUE

S

606640M01R

S

606755M01TV

M

606640M02R

M

606755M02TV

L

606640M03R

L

606755M03TV

XL

606640M04R

XL

606755M04TV

2XL

606640M05R

2XL

606755M05TV

3XL

606640M06R

3XL

606755M06TV

UNISEX SLEEVELESS VEST

TRENCH VESPA MODERNIST

This vest has a sporty but elegant look, for a daily use.
The fit can be regulated, giving the maximum comfort for this lifestyle apparel.

Long jacket, light and comfortable, with hood, for lifestyle use. Combines the style and the Vespa details with materials
and technical features that make it the perfect garment for all weather condition.
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Jackets

Jackets
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GLOVES
Exclusive design, color and easy to use, and do not forget
comfort fit, safety and full control of your Vespa.
All this literally in your hands
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BLACK

BLACK

S

606882M01VW

S

606881M01VG

M

606882M02VW

M

606881M02VG

L

606882M03VW

L

606881M03VG

XL

606882M04VW

XL

606881M04VG

2XL

606882M05VW

2XL

606881M05VG

3XL

606882M06VW

3XL

606881M06VG

VESPA 3/4 WINTER GLOVES - GENUINE LEATHER

VESPA WINDSTOPPER GLOVES

Designed specifically for city commuting and short-range motorbike tourism. Packaged in goat & sheep leather, they
have Primaloft® padding and EN13594 certification. Constructed with sheepskin and goatskin, thickness of 0.6 / 0.8
mm, high fit and sensitivity on handlebar. Tenax flex fabric in high-tenacity, high-strength nylon 6.6, maximum resistance
to abrasion. 150g cotton wool thermal lining. Waterproof, breathable and windbreak H2Out. Elasticized wrist closure.
Knuckle protectors in variable density polyurethane for shock absorption. Sizes: S-3XL. Vespa Logo embroidered on the
wrist surface. PPE Protective motorcycle glove certified EN 13594: 2015 liv.1.

Designed specifically for short trips in the city and mid-season tourism. Made in GORE® technical fabric, they guarantee
the cancellation of the wind-chill effect and absolute comfort without compromising riding feeling on the handlebar
controls. EN13594 certificates. External shell in GORE-TEX® Windstopper®. Leather reinforcements on palm and thumb.
Hard plastic knuckle guards placed under the fabric. Protective inserts in soft polyurethane foam on the outside of the
fingers and thumb. Compatible touchscreen insert on the tip of the index, for the control of electronic devices. Vespa logo
embossed on the leather insert placed on the outside of the wrist. EN 13594: 2015 level.1
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Gloves

Gloves
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/RED

BLACK

BLUE

S

606759M01VGBK

S

606759M01VGR

S

606759M01VGB

M

606759M02VGBK

M

606759M02VGR

M

606759M02VGB

L

606759M03VGBK

L

606759M03VGR

L

606759M03VGB

XL

606759M04VGBK

XL

606759M04VGR

XL

606759M04VGB

2XL

606759M05VGBK

2XL

606759M05VGR

2XL

606759M05VGB

3XL

606759M06VGBK

3XL

606759M06VGR

3XL

606759M06VGB

GREEN

S

606758M01GV

M

606758M02GV

L

606758M03GV

XL

606758M04GV

2XL

606758M05GV

3XL

606758M06GV

BLUE

YELLOW

S

606759M01VGG

S

606759M01VGY

M

606759M02VGG

M

606759M02VGY

L

606759M03VGG

L

606759M03VGY

XL

606759M04VGG

XL

606759M04VGY

2XL

606759M05VGG

2XL

606759M05VGY

3XL

606759M06VGG

3XL

606759M06VGY

MODERNIST GLOVES

COLORS GLOVES

Stretch textile gloves very good for warm climates: their Clarino microfiber and vented inserts provide great comfort of
use and air transpiration. For short touring and urban commuting during summer time. Punched mesh fabric. Elasticized
fabric. High resistant suede microfiber palm. Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure. Thermoplastic rubber knuckle
protectors. Product weight: 0,10 kgs. Vespa Logo injected ot the top of the hand. Certified EN 13594.

Stretch textile gloves very good for warm climates: their Clarino microfiber and vented inserts provide great comfort of
use and air transpiration. For short touring and urban commuting during summer time. Punched mesh fabric. Elasticized
fabric. High resistant suede microfiber palm. Neoprene cuff with Velcro closure. Thermoplastic rubber knuckle
protectors. Product weight: 0,10 kgs. Vespa Logo injected ot the top of the hand. Certified EN 13594.
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Gloves

Gloves
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SWEATSHIRTS
A must-have garment in the wardrobe of any Vespista.
Essential lines and exquisite quality: the true Vespa spirit.
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BLUE
MAN
S

607084M01GY

M

607084M02GY

L

607084M03GY

XL

607084M04GY

2XL

607084M05GY

3XL

607084M06GY

S

606741M01B

M

606741M02B

L

606741M03B

XL

606741M04B

2XL

606741M05B

3XL

606741M06B

RED
S

606741M01R

M

606741M02R

L

606741M03R

XL

606741M04R

2XL

606741M05R

3XL

606741M06R

VESPA GRAPHIC SWEATSHIRT

MAN MODERNIST SWEATSHIRT

Hood lining with patterned print; Hood with elastic cord and pressure latch; Non-brushed interior to adapt to different
seasons; Print Reflective logo with contrasting shadow on the heart; Reflective print on the outside of the hood; Reverse zip with reflective tape; Metal puller with tricolor detail; Inner swaddling tape in contrasting color; Right hand with
Vespa Shape print; Left sleeve with tricolored embroidery; Material: 100% cotton worked with three threads 30/10,
weight 310 g / sqm not brush.

Hoodie in cotton (no brushed) for all seasons use. Vespa patch on front, contrast color zipper. Vespa Primavera shape
stitching on triangle patch, positioned on right sleeve. Elastic wrist & waist edges; double frontal pockets. Tricolor
reflective patch on the hoody. Silicon Zip puller recalling the shape of the iconic Vespa steering tube cover
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Sweatshirt

Felpe
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WOMAN
S

607085M01GY

M

607085M02GY

L

607085M03GY

XL

607085M04GY

2XL

607085M05GY

3XL

607085M06GY

VESPA GRAPHIC SWEATSHIRT
Hood lining with patterned print; Hood with elastic cord and pressure latch; Non-brushed interior to adapt to different
seasons; Print Reflective logo with contrasting shadow on the heart; Reflective print on the outside of the hood; Reverse zip with reflective tape; Metal puller with tricolor detail; Inner swaddling tape in contrasting color; Right hand with
Vespa Shape print; Left sleeve with tricolored embroidery; Material: 100% cotton worked with three threads 30/10,
weight 310 g / sqm not brush.
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Sweatschirt
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T-SHIRT &
POLO SHIRT
Colour and fashion: contemporary, trendy
T-shirts and polo shirts in exclusive Vespa style.
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MAN
GREY
S

607086M01GY

M

607086M02GY

L

607086M03GY

XL

607086M04GY

2XL

607086M05GY

3XL

607086M06GY

MAN
BLUE
S

607086M01BL

M

607086M02BL

L

607086M03BL

XL

607086M04BL

2XL

607086M05BL

3XL

607086M06BL

WOMAN
BLUE
S

607087M01BL

M

607087M02BL

L

607087M03BL

XL

607087M04BL

2XL

607087M05BL

3XL

607087M06BL

VESPA GRAPHIC POLO
Print Reflective logo on heart with contrasting shadow. Contrasting color buttons; Inner sweatband in contrasting color;
Tricolor embroidery on side split. Material: 100% cotton piqué
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T-Shirt & Polo Shirt
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MAN
S

606634M01B

M

606634M02B

L

606634M03B

XL

606634M04B

2XL

606634M05B

3XL

606634M06B

WOMAN
S

606635M01B

M

606635M02B

L

606635M03B

XL

606635M04B

2XL

606635M05B

V-STRIPES POLO SHIRT
Polo in 100% cotton with jacquard micro motif. Surprising details: a different button, the printed undercollar,
the reflective patches, the contrasting profiles.
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BIANCO/WHITE
WHITE

AZURE

S

606230M01W

S

606230M01A

M

606230M02W

M

606230M02A

L

606230M03W

L

606230M03A

XL

606230M04W

XL

606230M04A

5/6

606234M01W

7/8

606234M02W

9/10 606234M03W

MEN’S “VESPA LOGO” POLO SHIRT

KID‘S “VESPA LOGO” POLO SHIRT

Men’s short sleeved polo shirt in piqué cotton. Solid color, with embroidered Vespa logo and contrasting collar.
Available in two color versions: white/light blue and light blue/purple Sizes: S - M - L - XL

Children’s short sleeved polo shirt in piqué cotton. Solid white, with light blue embroidered Vespa logo and contrasting
collar. Available in white/light blue. Sizes: 5/6, 7/8, 9/10

BORDEAUX

WHITE

S

606232M01X

S

606232M01W

M

606232M02X

M

606232M02W

L

606232M03X

L

606232M03W

XL

606232M04X

XL

606232M04W

WOMEN’S “VESPA LOGO” POLO SHIRT
Women’s short sleeved polo shirt in elastic jersey fabric. Solid color, with embroidered Vespa logo and contrasting collar.
Available in two color versions. Colour: white/purple and bordeaux/light blue. Sizes: S-M-L-XL
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GREY
S

607088M01G2

M

607088M02G2

L

607088M03G2

XL

607088M04G2

2XL

607088M05G2

3XL

607088M06G2

RED
S

607088M01R3

M

607088M02R3

L

607088M03R3

XL

607088M04R3

2XL

607088M05R3

3XL

607088M06R3

WHITE
S

607088M01W1

M

607088M02W1

L

607088M03W1

XL

607088M04W1

2XL

607088M05W1

3XL

607088M06W1

MAN VESPA GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
Print Reflective logo on heart with contrasting shadow. Pocket print with contrasting color. Vespa shape reflective print.
Print Logo 3D Density Print (white t-shirt); Print Gradient reflective logo (bordeaux t-shirt). Print Vespa shape in contrasting
color and reflector. Inner swaddling tape in contrasting color. Material: 100% cotton. Head pre-washed with fabric softener
to stabilize the dimensions and avoid shrinking in the washing machine.
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WHITE
S

607089M01W1

M

607089M02W1

L

607089M03W1

XL

607089M04W1

2XL

607089M05W1

3XL

607089M06W1

SHAPE
S

607089M01W2

M

607089M02W2

L

607089M03W2

XL

607089M04W2

2XL

607089M05W2

3XL

607089M06W2

WOMAN VESPA GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
Print Reflective logo on heart with contrasting shadow. Pocket print with contrasting color. Vespa shape reflective print.
Print Logo 3D Density Print (white t-shirt); Print Gradient reflective logo (bordeaux t-shirt). Print Vespa shape in contrasting
color and reflector. Inner swaddling tape in contrasting color. Material: 100% cotton. Head pre-washed with fabric softener
to stabilize the dimensions and avoid shrinking in the washing machine.
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BLUE
S

606742M01B

M

606742M02B

L

606742M03B

XL

606742M04B

2XL

606742M05B

3XL

606742M06B

WHITE
S

606742M01W

M

606742M02W

L

606742M03W

XL

606742M04W

2XL

606742M05W

3XL

606742M06W

YELLOW
S

606742M01Y

M

606742M02Y

L

606742M03Y

XL

606742M04Y

2XL

606742M05Y

3XL

606742M06Y

MAN MODERNIST T-SHIRT
T-shirt in 100% cotton with a waterprinting triangle graphic and Vespa Primavera shape stitching on front. Contrast stitching on side opening. Tricolor reflective patch on sleeve, Vespa logo on back. Pre-wash treatment to stabilize the fitting.
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BAGS
Functional and practical: Vespa personality in every detail.
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YELLOW

RED

cod. 606663M

cod. 606671M

V-STRIPES BACKPACK
Backpack in nylon and p.u. with reflective details. Back part in transpirant net, tick-tuck closure with elastic strap, outside pocket. Webbing and zippers in contrasting colors.

YELLOW
cod. 606661M

V-STRIPES DRAWSTRING HELMET BACKPACK
Drawstring backpack in padded nylon, size suitable to contain a helmet. Adjustable strap in contrasting color and printed webbing. Patch with reflective details.
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YELLOW
cod. 606662M

RED
cod. 606670M

V-STRIPES TOTE BAG
Handbag in nylon and p.u. transformable into a backpack. Back part in transpirant net, tick-tuck closure with elastic
webbing and reflective patches. Webbing and zippers in contrasting color.
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UK

USA

cod. 605879M002

cod. 605879M004

NERO
cod. 605879M006

ITALIA
cod. 605879M001

ROUND BAGS
The Round Bags are inspired by the spare wheel covers of 1970s Vespas. Available in elegant black or in the colors of
a selection of national flags.
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LIFESTYLE
ACCESSORIES
Classy and irreverent. A touch of Vespa to your lifestyle.
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BLUE

SKY

cod. 606740M

cod. 606845M

MODERNIST CAP
Hat with Vespa Primavera shape on front, stitched on the triangle patch. Double layer visor (double color), regulation belt
on the back with tricolor silicon detail recalling the Vespa iconic steering tube cover. Tricolor button on top.
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Lifestyle accessories

VESPA SATIN 9FORTY® CAP
Adjustable 9FORTY® 100% all over beach kissed blue cotton, Vespa wordmark embroidered to the centre of the front
panels. New Era flag embreodered to the side. Satin lining of Vespa target logo. Vespa silicon detail on the end of Velcro
closure.

Lifestyle accessories
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GREY

NAVY BLUE

cod. 606844M

cod. 606846M

VESPA ENGENEERED 9FORTY® CAP

VESPA MINI LOGO 9TWENTY®CAP

Adjustable 9FORTY® 100% all over polyester grey, engineered fit with Vespa wordmark embroidered to the centre of
the front panels. New Era flag embreodered to the side. Vespa silicon detail on the end of Velcro closure.

Adjustable 9TWENTY® 100% all over light navycotton. Vespa wordmark embroidered to the centre of the front panels.
New Era flag embreodered to the side. Vespa silicon detail on the end of Velcro closure.

RED

GREY

cod. 606842M

cod. 607033M

VESPA ESENTIAL 9FORTY® CAP

VESPA GRAPH 9FORTY® CAP

Adjustable 9FORTY® 100% all over cotton. Vespa wordmark embroidered to the centre of the front panels.
New Era flag embreodered to the side. Satin lining of Vespa target logo. Vespa silicon detail on the end of Velcro closure.
Hat with Vespa Primavera shape on front, stitched on the triangle patch. Double layer visor (double color), regulation belt
on the back with tricolor silicon detail recalling the Vespa iconic steering tube cover. Tricolor button on top.

Adjustable 9FORTY® 100% polyester graphite shadowtech. Reflective Vespa screen print on the left front panels.
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BLACK
cod. 606841M

MAROON
cod. 607031M

VESPA ESSENTIAL 9FIFTY® CAP
Adjustable mod. 9FIFTY® 100% all over black cotton. Vespa wordmark embroidered to the centre of the front panels.
New Era flag embroidery to the side.
Hat with Vespa Primavera shape on front, stitched on the triangle patch. Double layer visor (double color), regulation belt
on the back with tricolor silicon detail recalling the Vespa iconic steering tube cover. Tricolor button on top.

BLACK

NAVY BLUE

cod. 606846M

cod. 607034M

VESPA ESSENTIAL 9FORTY® CAP

VESPA ESSENTIAL 9TWENTY® CAP

Adjustable mod. 9FORTY® 100% cotton. Vespa wordmark embroidered to the front panels.
New Era flag embroidery to the side.

Adjustable 9TWENTY® 100% washed navy cotton. Mini Vespa Servizio woven patch crest on the centre of the front
panels. New Era flag embroidery to the side.
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BLUE
cod. 607090M01

GREY
cod. 607090M02

VESPA GRAPHIC NECK WORMER
Made in soft cotton, protects from the air thanks to the easy adjustment coulisse. Vespa patterned print on a gray or
blue color base.
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cod. 606502M

YELLOW
cod. 606626M

“70 YEARS YOUNG” MUG
Mug in ceramic with multicolor print of heritage models, to celebrate Vespa as an Italian design icon.

RED
cod. 606227M

STEEL
cod. 606515M

V-STRIPES MUG

“70 YEARS YOUNG” WATCHES

Mug in colored ceramic, personalized with prints on the cup and on the handle. Inside in contrasting tone.
Logo on the bottom.

Water resistant (3 ATM) wristwatch in black metal and leather strap. Quartz movement.
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AZURE/PURPLE
cod. 606245M002

FUCSIA/GREEN
cod. 606245M001

CHILDREN’S BEACH PONCHO
Hooded poncho in soft 100% cotton towelling. Vespa logo, contrasting insert and Vespa silhouette on front. 100% velour
cotton, 330 g/m². Dimensions: 70x140 cm (unfolded), 70x70 cm (folded).
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cod. 606188M

cod. 606192M

VESPA MODELS 1:6

VESPA MODELS 1:12 Pz.12

Model of the original Vespa historic 150 VL1T (cream) years 1954/1956, scale 1:6.

Models of the original Vespa PX, available in different colors, scale 1:12.

cod. 606189M

cod. 605411M

VESPA MODELS 1:6

VESPA MODELS 1:32 Pz.24

Model of the original Vespa historic 150 VL1T Sidecar (cream) year 1956, scale 1:6.

Models of the original Vespa PX, available in different colors, scale 1:32.
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cod. 606917M00N navy

cod. 606917M00R red

cod. 606915M00B black

cod. 606915M00R red

cod. 606915M0DBdark blu

VESPA KEYRING “JOURNEY”

VESPA KEYRING “OPEN”

Key ring with double metal ring and carabiner. Composition: Polyester.

Vespa Open is a genuine leather keyring personalised with a heat embossed Vespa logo. Dimensions: 5 cms.

cod. 606916M00S silver

cod. 606916M00B black

cod. 606916M00N navy

VESPA KEYRING “SKYLINE”
Vespa Skyline is a keyring, composed by a special reflective material, that pays homage to the iconic “little tie” placed
on the front part of each modern vespa scooter. Dimensions: 9 cms.
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(Vespa 946)RED bag

Multimedia support

cod. 606528M

cod. 1B000582000R7

Premium leather Bag made in Italy. Logo zipper on
Inner pocket. Quick fastening on rear rack through
Tenax buttons. Mounting kit required (606602M).

CNC machined from billet aluminum. Fastened under
handlebar frame. USB connection kit included (USB
socket + plastic section fastened to vehicle) PSS.

Flyscreen

Leg Cover

cod. 606603M

cod. 605576M008

Hi-quality impact resistant screen. Moulded aluminum
brackets, same as the handlebar frame and saddle
plate. Also Available in DOT version 606604M.

Leg cover in coated nylon and with thermal liner for
impeccable protection against the weather during the
coldest months of the year. Metal Vespa logo.

Vespa 946
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Vespa Multimedia Platform

Helmet Bag

cod. 606409M CPU

cod. 605815M0PM

cod. 1B000593 Installation kit
A device for easy connection between scooter and a
smartphone, transforming it into a functional on-board computer, managing all vehicle and trip informations. Installation kit required.

Hand-crafted in genuine leather for carrying the
Vespa 946 helmet. Quick fastening on the rear rack
with Tenax fastener buttons. Features and materials
make this bag the perfect complement to the style of
the vehicle.

Piaggio Sound System
cod. 605933M CPU
cod. 1D000622 Installation kit
The New Sound system developed by the Piaggio Innovation Research Center. This speakerless Bluetooth system
uses “exciters’’ installed in the body of the Vespa 946 to generate sound. Installation kit required (1D000622).

ECE
XS

606518M01R

S

606518M02R

M

606518M03R

L

606518M04R

XL

606518M05R

DOT

Scooter cover

Handlebar Muffs

cod. 605924M

cod. 605819M

Made from form-hugging Lycra, allowing the stunning
and unique shape of the Vespa 946 to stand out.

Waterproof hand warmers with thermal lining offering
excellent weather protection and embellished with
metal Vespa logo. Make riding more comfortable in
cold weather without compromising control feel and
usability.
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Vespa 946

cod. 606100M

cod. 606101M

INNER VISOR

BUCKLES KIT

XS

606517M01RDOT

S

606517M02RDOT

M

606517M03RDOT

L

606517M04RDOT

XL

606517M05RDOT

VJ1 946 (VESPA 946)RED Helmet
Unmistakeable Vespa style! This helmet perfectly blends Vespa style with (RED)® inspiration in an exclusive, premium release. Details include chrome trim, a 3-dimensional microfiber, high-protection removable lining in same color as the shell, an internal sun visor, and finishing details in eco-leather. Part of the (VESPA)RED product collection.
Homologation ECE 22.05 (available also in DOT version).

Vespa 946
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S

606734M001R

M

606734M002R

L

606734M003R

XL

606734M004R

XXL

606734M005R

XXXL

606734M006R

(VESPA)RED Sweatshirt
It’s made of 100% cotton and has the same customized color as the Vespa scooter and the other accessories.
Printed on both sides, it has the iconic Vespa 946 – the most exclusive model dedicated to aesthetic and
technological perfection - silhouette on the front, playfully mixed with the (VESPA)RED logo.

S

606532M001R

M

606532M002R

L

606532M003R

XL

606532M004R

XXL

606532M005R

XXXL

606532M006R

(VESPA)RED T-Shirt(

(VESPA)RED Cap

(VESPA)RED textile shopper

cod. 606531M

cod. 606533M

This special one size baseball cap composed by 6 panels and made of 100% cotton is comfortable to wear
thanks to its metal buckle adjustable closure. The visor
is pre-shaped, the Vespa (RED) logo embroidered on
the front and the jacquard label sewed on the back.

Made of 245gr cotton and polyester red fabric,
it’s embellished by stylish details like the two-colored
sewed handles and the embroidered flag label.

(VESPA)RED Mug
cod. 606600M

It’s made of 100% cotton and has the same customized color as the Vespa scooter and the other accessories.
Printed on both sides, it has the iconic Vespa 946 – the most exclusive model dedicated to aesthetic and
technological perfection - silhouette on the front, playfully mixed with the (VESPA)RED logo.
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Vespa 946

The unique Vespa style, graphically represented by the white logo printed on this mug, is even more original and
elegant thanks to the (RED)® graphics. Made of red painted polished ceramic.

Vespa 946
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shop official apparel and merchandising at
store.vespa.com

All products and accessories description (measurement, dimensions,
specifications) are based on available information at the time of
publication. Vespa® may make changes at any time to specifications and
description and may change or discontinue any of the items included in
this catalogue, without notice and without incurring any obligations. For
other information on technical characteristics and availability of single
accessories please refer to Vespa® dealer network.
Vespa® is a registered trademark owned by Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
Any unauthorized use infringes the registration rights of the trademark or
other applicable laws.

VESPA.COM

